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Abstract We introduce order-k α-hulls and α-

shapes — generalizations of α-hulls and α-shapes. Be-
ing also a generalization of k-hull (known in statistics
as “k-depth contour”), order-k α-hull provides a link
between shape reconstruction and statistical depth. As
a generalization of α-hull, order-k α-hull gives a robust
shape estimation by ignoring locally up to k outliers
in a point set. Order-k α-shape produces an “inner”
shape of the set, with the amount of “digging” into the
points controlled by k. As a generalization of k-hull,
order-k α-hull is capable of determining “deep” points
amidst samples from a multimodal distribution: it cor-
rectly identifies points which lie outside clusters of sam-
ples.

The order-k α-hulls and α-shapes are related to order-

k Voronoi diagrams in the same way in which α-hulls

and α-shapes are related to Voronoi diagrams. This

implies that order-k α-hull and α-shape can be readily

built from the order-k Voronoi diagram, and that the

number of different order-k α-shapes for all possible val-

ues of α is proportional to the complexity of the order-k

Voronoi diagram.

1 Introduction

Convex hull of a point set is a truly classical, mul-
tidisciplinary concept. One definition of the con-
vex hull is that it is the complement of the union
of all halfspaces that contain no points from the
set. Over years, several generalizations of the con-
vex hull have been proposed; among them are the
α-hull and α-shape and the k-hull (or k-depth con-
tour).

α-Hull and α-Shape

The α-hull of a point set is the complement of the
union of all balls of radius α that contain no points
from the set; α-shape is a “straight-line version”
of the α-hull (see Section 2 for formal definitions).
The α-hull and α-shape formally capture an intu-
itive notion of “shape” of the point set. Since the
original paper by Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and
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Seidel [16], a variety of extensions of α-hull and
α-shape have been introduced [9, 27, 35].
Often the set of points representing a geometric

object is obtained by sampling the object in the
presence of noise, which can introduce outliers in
the data. Handling noise and/or outliers is studied
in [10, 21, 29]; similarly to us, [10, 21] rely on con-
structions involving k nearest neighbors. Except
for this reliance, however, our idea is completely in-
dependent from the techniques developed in [10,21].
Robust fitting of shapes to point sets was studied
in [4, 22]; unlike works on α-shapes, the latter pa-
pers considered fitting a given shape to the point
cloud.
In this paper we define yet another extension of

α-shapes and α-hulls. Our extension is capable of
ignoring a certain amount of outliers, which results
in a more robust shape reconstruction.

Thinning

There exists several concepts capturing the idea of
shape of a polygon, e.g., the Voronoi diagram of its
vertices and edges, the medial axis, the skeleton [5,
11,18]. In graphics, skeletonizing is commonly done
via “iterative thinning” which produces a series of
objects each being a “shaved” version of the original
one [23, 25]. An example of thinned polygon is the
offset curve; efficient algorithms for computing the
curve were obtained by Eppstein and Erickson [18]
(see also [6]).

Our order-k α-shape produces a thinned version
of a point set, with the amount of thinning deter-
mined by k. The thinning method employed by
order-k α-shape may be classified as parallel [30]
because it collects all points to be removed from
consideration before producing the final shape.

k-Hull and Statistical Depth

The k-hull of a point set, a generalization of the
convex hull introduced by Cole, Sharir and Yap
in [13], is the locus of points such that any (closed)
halfspace through a point in the k-hull contains at
least k points from the set. k-hulls are widely used
in statistics where they are known under the name
of k-depth contours because they are the level sets
of the “location depth” (also known as halfspace
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depth) [28]. Besides the location depth, the rich
field of statistical data depth has produced a num-
ber of other depth functions — Tukey depth, statis-
tical depth, travel depth, Mahalanobis depth, ma-
jority depth, simplicial depth, convex hull peeling
depth, proximity depth, cone (wedge) depth; see [2]
for references on depths. Any depth is a measure of
“interiorness” of a point with respect to the given
point set. The purpose of depths is to identify “non-
relevant” data elements. Many of the depths gen-
eralize convex hull in the sense that the points on
the convex hull are those of depth 1.
Zuo and Serfling [37] describe several desirable

properties of a depth. One of the 5 properties,
Maximality at center, requires that the depth has a
uniquely defined center; the depth must attain its
maximum at the center. Another property, Mono-
tonicity relative to deepest point, requires that the
depth monotonically decreases with distance from
the center. In general, depths are assumed (often
implicitly) to be unimodal functions of distance to
a “center”.
Our extension of the depth function allows it to

have local maxima. This means that the point set
in question may consist of several “clusters” each
having its own depth contours (isolines).

Other Related Work

The Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applica-
tions with Noise (DBSCAN) [34] is similar to our
order-k α-hulls in that it has the same two parame-
ters: the ball radius and the number of data points
inside it. The objective of the DBSCAN is to dis-
cover clusters of arbitrary shape. The techniques
and the intuition behind the DBSCAN are com-
pletely different from those in the present paper.
Our video about order-k α-hulls and α-shapes

appeared as [24].

2 Definitions

Let P ⊂ R
2 be a set of n points in the plane. We

will assume that no three points of P lie on a line
and that no four points are cocircular. Let α > 0
be a positive real number; let k ≥ 1 be a positive
integer. The next definition recapitulates several
concepts related to the subject of this paper (see
Fig. 1 for an illustration):

Definition 2.1. [13, 16, 26] The α-hull of P is the
complement of the union of all disks of radius α

that contain no points of P in their interior. The
α-shape of P is a straight-line graph whose vertices
are points of P and whose edges connect two points
p, q ∈ P whenever there exists a disk of radius α

that has p, q on the boundary and contains no points
of P in its interior. The k-hull of P is the comple-
ment of the union of all halfplanes that contain less
than k points of P . The order-k Voronoi diagram of
P is the decomposition of the plane into cells such
that within one cell the k closest points of P are the
same.

We now introduce our new notions.

Definition 2.2. An α-ball is an (open) disc of
radius α. A k-empty α-ball is an α-ball contain-
ing (in its interior) less than k points of P . A k-
maximal α-ball is an α-ball containing (in its inte-
rior) exactly k − 1 points of P .

Definition 2.3. [order-k α-hull.] The order-k
α-hull of P is the complement of the union of all
k-empty α-balls.

Let p, q ∈ P be a pair of distinct points from P .

Definition 2.4. An α-ball is leaning on p, q if
it has p, q on its boundary. Points p, q are k-α-
neighbors if there exists a k-maximal α-ball leaning
on p, q.

The next definition captures the notion of the
points “outside” and “inside” P .

Definition 2.5. The points of P contained in
a k-maximal α-ball leaning on k-α-neighbors p, q,
are called (k, α, p, q)-outside. The points that are
(k, α, p, q)-outside for at least one pair of k-α-
neighbors p, q, are called (k, α)-outside. The points
of P that are not (k, α)-outside, are called (k, α)-
inside.

Definition 2.6. [order-k α-shape.] The order-
k α-shape of P is the α-shape of the (k, α)-inside
points.

With the above definitions, the α-hull and α-
shape are order-1 α-hull and order-1 α-shape re-
spectively, and the k-hull is order-k ∞-hull.

In a view introduced by Fischer [19] inspired by
Edelsbrunner and Mücke [17], the plane R

2 is an
infinite piece of icecream, and P is a set of chocolate
chips in it. With this interpretation the convex hull,
the k-hull and the α-hull of P can be obtained, by
a person allergic to chocolate, using the following
kitchenware (Fig 2):

knife → convex hull A knife is a line. The per-
son is allowed to cut out an arbitrary halfplane
empty of chocolate chips and eat it. The con-
vex hull is what remains after all such half-
planes are eaten up.
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Figure 1: From left to right: α-hull, α-shape, 2-hull and order-2 Voronoi diagram of the same set.

Figure 2: The family picture.

cheeseknife → k-hull A cheeseknife has k holes
in the blade. Thus a halfplane cut out by the
cheeseknife may contain up to k chips; the
chips are ”sieved“ through the holes and re-
main at their places as the halfplane is cut out.
The k-hull is the icecream that remains after
all such halfplanes are eaten up.

scoop → α-hull A scoop is a disk of radius α.
The person is allowed to scoop out an arbitrary
disk empty of chocolate and eat it. The α-hull
is what remains after all such disks are eaten
up.

The order-k α-hull of P is what remains after eating
up icecream with a colander of radius α having k

holes; i.e, every scoop is a disk of radius α contain-
ing at most k chips (sieved through the colander’s
holes as the disk is removed).

3 Applications

In this section we describe situations in which using
the above defined generalizations leads to different
(subjectively — more appealing) output than when
using the basic concepts from which our generaliza-
tions are derived.

Ignoring Outliers

In the literature there is an abundance of theo-
rems and pictures showing how α-hull correctly cap-
tures the shape of a point set (see, e.g., [16], [14,
Fig. 13.6]). It is possible though to construct exam-
ples where α-hull does less than perfect job. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows α-hull of a point set nicely recon-
structing the set shape. In Figure 3(b) two outliers
are added. Now the α-hull appears to miss an im-
portant feature of the set — the inner hole. The
idea of order-k α-hull was prompted by trying to
cope with outliers by allowing few points to reside
inside the α-balls defining the hull. In Fig. 3(c,d),
order-2 and order-3 α-hulls of the set with the out-
liers are shown. It can be seen how order-k α-hull
with k > 1, being less sensitive to the outliers, pro-
vides a more robust result.1 Another example is in
Figure 4.

Reconstructing Inner Shape

The original α-shape, not allowing to have points of
P inside the α-balls, follows the outer boundary of
the point set. With k > 1, order-k α-shape “shaves
off” k points from outside of P — specifically, the
points that are (k, α)-outside. As a result the inner
shape of the point set is obtained. See Figure 5 for
an example.

Depth Function for Clustered Data

Order-k α-hull, being a generalization of k-hull, al-
lows one to define a generalization of the halfspace
depth function. Specifically, for a point q ∈ R

2 we
define the α-depth of q with respect to P to be the

1In [31], Radke observes that an example in [32] “suggests
that structures such as convex hull and α-shapes are often not

good boundary generators in real world situations as points on

the periphery of a point set lie on the boundary itself. The

argument suggests that in biological and ecological studies, a

buffer zone is needed between the extreme point locations and

the boundary of the point set.” Using our order-k α-hull with
k > 1 serves the purpose of providing the “buffer zone”.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Order-k α-hull ignores the outliers. (a): An α-hull. (b): Two outliers change the picture. (c) and (d):
Order-k α-hull with k = 2, 3 brings it back.

Figure 6: Points come in 3 clusters. Left: The 2-hull (2-depth contour) oversmoothes the data. Right: Order-2
α-hull (for a suitable α < ∞) better fits the data by identifying 2-depth contours independently within each
cluster.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: (a) Samples from a “C”-shape. (b) α-shape
of the samples. (c) Outliers are added to the picture.
(d) The outliers distort the α-shape. (e,f) With k = 2
or 3, influence of the outliers is diminished.

Figure 5: Left: An α-shape. Right: Order-2 α-shape.
Blue asterisks show the points that are (2, α)-inside: the
order-2 α-shape is the α-shape of them.

largest k such that q belongs to order-k α-hull of P .
The usual k-hull (the order-k α-hull with α = ∞),
or the points of halfspace depth k, identifies the
points in the plane at a certain “distance” from the
center of a univariate distribution. For a data set
consisting of several clusters, the k-hull may incor-
rectly classify the region between the clusters as
having high depth (Fig. 6(a)). Using α < ∞ con-
forms to the data by assigning high depth only to
points inside the clusters (Fig. 6(b)).

4 Properties

We show that order-k α-hull and α-shape are con-
nected to order-k Voronoi diagram in the same
way in which α-hull and α-shape are connected to
Voronoi diagram.

Let T k

V D
denote the time to compute the order-k

Voronoi diagram of P . The time T k

V D
is O(n log n+

nk2O(log∗ k)) due to Ramos [33], O(k(n− k) logn+
n log3 n) due to Agarwal et al. [3], and O(kn1+ε)
due to Clarkson [12] (in expectation); see also [8].
Let Ck

V D
be the complexity of the order-k Voronoi

diagram. Lee [26] showed that Ck

V D
= O(k(n− k)).

We will call two points p, q ∈ P order-k Voronoi
neighbors if there are two incident faces in the order-
k Voronoi diagram of P , such that p is in the set
of points that induces one face, and q is in the set
of points that induces the other. Let e be the edge
bounding the faces. We say that p, q define e.

Property 4.1. (cf. [26, Lemma 3], [20, Lemma 2])
Points p, q are k-α-neighbors for some α only if p, q
are order-k Voronoi neighbors.

Proof. Let B be the k-maximal α-ball leaning on
p, q; let c be its center, let P ′ be the k − 1 points
of P in the interior of B. Since no four points of
P are cocircular, c can be moved slightly so that
B includes P ′ and p — then the k points of P ,
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closest to c, will be P ′ ∪ p. Similarly, c can be
moved slightly so that the k points, closest to c are
P ′ ∪ q. Thus, c lies on the boundary of the cells of
order-k Voronoi diagram, corresponding to P ′ ∪ p

and P ′ ∪ q.

As a corollary of the above property we have:

Property 4.2. The total (for all possible α) num-
ber of pairs of points of P that can be k-α-neighbors
is O(Ck

V D
).

The next property follows from the proof of Prop-
erty 4.1.

Property 4.3. Points p, q are k-α-neighbors if and
only if the center of the k-maximal α-ball, leaning
on p, q, belongs to an order-k Voronoi edge defined
by p, q.

As a corollary of the last property we have:

Property 4.4. Let I = {|xp| : x ∈ e} be the set of
distances from points on an order-k Voronoi edge e,
defined by p, q, to p (or to q); then for any α ∈ I,
p, q are k-α-neighbors.

An important property of the (order-1) α-shape
is that for any pair of points from P there exists
an interval of αs (possibly, empty or unbounded)
such that the points are α-neighbors if and only
if α is within the interval [16, Lemma 3], [14,
Lemma 13.24]. The reason for that is that the bi-
sector between two Voronoi neighbors appears in
the Voronoi diagram as only one contiguous inter-
val (i.e., a segment). For k > 1 the bisector be-
tween order-k Voronoi neighbors may appear in the
order-k Voronoi diagram more than once (see, e.g.,
Fig. 4 in [26]), i.e., order-k Voronoi diagram may
have more than one edge defined by the same pair.
Thus the generalization of the property to order-k
α-shape is as follows:

Property 4.5. For any order-k Voronoi neighbors
p, q there are O(k) intervals of the real line such
that p, q are k-α-neighbors if and only if α is within
one of the intervals.

Proof. Suppose that p, q are k-α-neighbors for some
α; and let B be the k-maximal α-ball leaning on p, q.
Without loss of generality assume that pq is horizon-
tal and that the center of B is above pq. Let Pa, Pb

be the points in B that are below and above pq

resp. (Fig. 7). By Property 4.3, the center of the k-
maximal α-ball leaning on p, q, belongs to the edge
of the order-k Voronoi diagram of P . As α changes,
the center of the α-ball moves continuously along
the edge. As α increases, the points in Pa always
stay inside B. Hence the number of points inside B

Pa

Pb

p

Pa

Pb

q

Figure 7: As α changes, the number of points in B

below and above pq changes, which defines a path in
the (Pa, Pb)-plane. The path has at most k − 1 bends,
and hence intersects the line Pa +Pb = k− 1 at most k
times.

p
Pb

Pa

q

Figure 8: As α

increases, gaining
points to Pa alter-
nates with loosing
points from Pb. Each
gain makes p, q cease
to be k-α-neighbors;
each loss makes p, q

k-α-neighbors. In this
example k = 3.

c

B′

B

p

q

Figure 9: Either B′

leans on p, q while hav-
ing k − 1 points in-
side, or there is a half-
space through p that
contains B and con-
tains k points from P

(p and the k−1 points
inside B.)

can go down only if a point of Pb leaves B, which
can happen at most |Pb| times. Similarly, as α de-
creases, the number of points inside B can go down
at most Pa times, as a point in Pa leaves B. Thus,
the “α-neighborness” status of p, q can change at
most |Pa| + |Pb| = k − 1 times. Similar reasoning
applies to the α-ball with the center below pq.

We call the intervals from the above property the
neighborness intervals of p, q. The neighborness in-
tervals for all pairs of P overlayed on the real line,
decompose the line into finer intervals which we call
the shape intervals (cf. the “shape spectrum” [16,
Definition 7]). Within a shape interval every pair
of points of P either forms k-α-neighbors or does
not, for any α in the interval. A trivial bound on
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the total number of the shape intervals, following
from Properties 4.2 and 4.5, is O(kCk

V D
) (it is easy

to come up with examples in which for a pair of
points there exist Ω(k) neighborness intervals, see.
e.g., Fig. 8). The next property asserts that it is
actually just O(Ck

V D
).

Property 4.6. The number of shape intervals is
O(Ck

V D
). All the intervals can be found in O(T k

V D
+

Ck

V D
logCk

V D
) time.

Proof. By Properties 4.3 and 4.4, each appear-
ance of the bisector between p and q as an edge
of the order-k Voronoi diagram gives rise to one
neighborness interval. Thus the total number of
neighborness intervals over all possible pairs of k-
α-neighbors, is O(Ck

V D
). To find the intervals con-

sider edges of the order-k Voronoi diagram one by
one. Let p, q be the points defining an edge e. Dur-
ing construction of the diagram we can store the
maximum and minimum distances from e to p, q.
By Property 4.4, these distances define the end-
points of a neighborness interval. To get the shape
intervals we overlay the neighborness intervals in
additional O(N logN) time where N = O(Ck

V D
) is

the number of the neighborness intervals.

It follows from the proof of Property 4.5 that the
set of (k, α, p, q)-outside points is the same for any
α within a neighborness interval of (p, q). Thus, the
set of (k, α)-outside points stays the same for any α

within a shape interval; in (other) words, the same
points of P are treated as outliers. Since the order-k
α-shape stays the same as long as the (k, α)-outside
points are the same, there is one order-k α-shape
per shape interval. Hence,

Property 4.7. The number of order-k α-shapes
for all values of α is O(Ck

V D
).

5 Construction

We use properties from the previous section to give
algorithms for constructing order-k α-shape and α-
hull from order-k Voronoi diagram of P .

Theorem 5.1. Order-k α-shape can be built in
O(T k

V D
+ Ck

V D
logCk

V D
) time.

Proof. We show how to identify all (k, α)-outside
points within the claimed time bounds. Then the
order-k α-shape of P , which is the α-shape of the
remaining points, can be built in O(n log n) time
using the original α-shape algorithm [16].
Go through all edges of the order-k Voronoi dia-

gram of P . For every pair of points defining an edge
check whether the center of each α-ball leaning on

the points belongs to the edge. Let C be the set
of the centers that do. By Property 4.3, the union
of α-balls centered on C contains all (k, α)-outside
points.
Build the Voronoi diagram of C and preprocess it

for point location; by Property 4.7, |C| = O(Ck

V D
),

so this can be done in O(Ck

V D
logCk

V D
) time. Then

for any point of P test whether it is closer than
α to some point in C. If yes, mark the point as
(k, α)-outside; this can be done in O(n logCk

V D
) =

O(Ck

V D
logCk

V D
) time.

Next we give an algorithm to construct the order-
k α-hull. Following [16], we first state an auxiliary
lemma:

Lemma 5.2. (cf. [16, Lemma 5]) Let B be a k-
empty α-ball. Either B lies outside the k-hull of P ,
or there exists a k-empty α-ball B′, with the center
on an edge of the order-k Voronoi diagram of P

and such that B ⊆ B′.

Proof. Let c be the center of B. Increase the radius
of B until it contains k−1 points of P . Continue in-
creasing the radius until B hits a point p ∈ P . Now
start growing B, moving its center along pc (away
from p), so that it is always touching p (Fig. 9).
Note that during the growing the original B always
stays inside the grown ball.
If such growing can continue indefinitely, with B

never hitting another point of P , then there is a
halfspace (the one bounded by the perpendicular
to pc through p) that contains k points of P : the
k − 1 points that are inside B plus p itself. Thus,
the halfspace is outside the k-hull of P . Since B

belongs to the halfspace, B is outside the k-hull.
Otherwise let B′ be the ball obtained by the

growing procedure at the time when B hits an-
other point q ∈ P . Now the center of B′ is on
the edge of order-k Voronoi diagram of P defined
by p and q.

Theorem 5.3. Order-k α-hull can be built in
O(T k

V D
+ Ck

V D
logCk

V D
) time.

Proof. Following [16], we redefine order-k α-hull as
the complement of the union of all k-empty balls
of radius at least α (this is an equivalent definition
since any ball can be represented as the union of
balls of smaller radii). By Lemma 5.2, order-k α-
hull is the complement of the union of the k-empty
balls of radius at least α whose centers lie on the
edges of order-k Voronoi diagram. For each edge
the union of such balls is the union of at most 4 balls
(cf. Facts 8 and 9, and Lemma 9 in [16]). Thus, the
(complement of) order-k α-hull can be expressed as
the union of O(Ck

V D
) balls.
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In fact, the union of the k-empty balls with cen-
ters on the edges of the order-k Voronoi diagram is
the union of at most two balls (not four, as in the
above theorem and in [16]). Indeed, for each vertex
v of the order-k Voronoi diagram let the Voronoi
ball of v be the largest k-empty ball centered at
v; the ball is the witness that v is a vertex of the
diagram. It is easy to see that the order-k α-hull
is the union of the Voronoi balls whose radius is
at least α. The Voronoi balls can be stored with
each Voronoi vertex during the construction of the
diagram. Then, given a value of α, one can build
the α-hull by computing the union of the relevant α-
balls — those with radius at least α (which includes
the possibility of radius being infinite, in which case
the ball is just a halfplane).

6 Discussion

Any generalization of α-shape (e.g., anisotropic α-
shape [35]) can be enhanced by considering its
order-k counterpart. It is also possible to vary k

depending, e.g., on the local sampling density or
on accuracy (for outlier detection), or on feature
size.

Other generalizations along the same lines are
possible. For instance, one can define the α-rank
of an (ordered) pair of (distinct) points (p, q) from
P as the number of points in P that belong to the
α-ball leaning on p and q and having its center to
the left of the directed line −→pq. Then the rank in
the sense of Edelsbruner [14, Section 12.5] is the
∞-rank. As with the order-k α-hull, using α <

∞ more consistently determines ranks of points in
data sets consisting of several clusters.

Finally, one can define similar order-k versions
of other graphs on point sets, e.g., β-skeletons; we
coded a Java applet [1] to demonstrate this.

Implementation The algorithms from Section 5
are based only on standard computational geome-
try tools—order-k Voronoi diagrams, point location
data structure, α-shapes, etc.—for which a variety
of implementations are available; we thus expect
our constructions to be practical. (Experimenting
with real-world datasets is beyond the scope of this
note.) A Java applet with a brute-force implemen-
tation [36] easily handles sets with few hundred
points almost in real time, as the points are clicked
in by the user and k and α are changed.

Open problems It would be interesting to see
how order-k α-shapes inherit various properties of
the standard α-shapes, such as:

• homotopy equivalence to the Minkowski sum
of P and an α-ball [15, p. 124],

• existence of intervals for α classifying the sim-
plices of the “α-complex” [7],

• properties of higher-dimensional α-shapes [17]
(the definitions of order-k α-hull and α-shape
extend verbatim to higher dimensions, but it
is not obvious whether the constructions can
be used in practice even in dimension 3).
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